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What problem are we solving?  
The growing automation, digitalization, and deployment 
of artificial intelligence (AI) solutions (or agents) in 
operational environments are motivated by the promise 
that these technologies will enable more effective 
operations. However, the complexity resulting from 
these technologies leads to two challenges for the 
humans operating in them: decision-making requires 
processing significantly more information in a shorter 
amount of time, and many tasks require partnership 
with agents. On the other side, the complexity and 
diversity of tasks in such environments present several 
obstacles for agents as well. They must be transparent 
and adaptable, even more so when partnering with 
humans on joint tasks. Under such conditions, 
situational awareness might become an extremely 
challenging task for humans making decisions in the 
environment. In addition, without sufficient trust in 
their AI partners, decision-making and execution would 
be associated with higher levels of uncertainty and risk.  

Who experiences the problem? 
People working in operations—commercial or tactical—
whose tasks and decisions involve: 1. the processing of 
a vast amount of information from several sources in 
near real-time, and 2. high degrees of decisions 
uncertainty or risk. For example, people who work in 
aviation (e.g., pilots, air traffic controllers), operations 
management (e.g., analysts, planners), and intensive 
care units (ICU) (e.g., doctors, caregivers) are examples 
of people facing the challenges of navigating complex 

environments. Introducing agents to support people in 
these domains adds to the challenges of trust and 
transparency. Currently, people in these areas rely on 
intensive communication with one another and 
partners to maintain the consistency of the information 
they process and validate their conclusions and 
decisions. However, in many situations, like for pilots or 
ICU doctors, there is limited time and chance to rely on 
this strategy. 

How will we solve the problem? 
Provide humans and agents interacting in complex 
environments with the capability to represent and 
model their interactions according to the a common 
metric: interactions’ information value. The capability is 
realized by providing each human or agent with their 
own Information Digital Twin (IDT). The IDT is a new 
class of Reinforcement Learning (RL) agents dedicated 
to managing the interactions between their user (a 
human or agent) and other task-related partners or 
systems. The IDT consists of three components: 
representation, learning, and monitoring. The IDT 
represents its user interactions using a standardized 
data structure based on Markov Decision Process 
(MDP). From the representation, the IDT learns its user-
environment interaction model, which is based on the 
interactions' correlations and patterns specific to the 
tasks of the user. The IDT then depends on the learned 
user interactions model to monitor its users' activities 
and anticipate deviations as they perform their tasks. 
The IDT provides its user with initial situational 
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awareness regarding their interactions in the form of 
metrics indicating the predictability, dependency, 
uncertainty, or novelty of various interactions and 
events. With additional experience, the IDT can also 
provide its users with actions recommendations—a 
policy—to mitigate decisions uncertainties. The IDT 
relies further on the predictability of human agents' 
joint interactions to provide trust metrics to establish 
and manage trust in human-agent teams. 

Why is the IDT a better solution? 
The IDT models all human and agent interactions using 
standard data structures, allowing for developing 
common performance metrics for the two, despite their 
fundamentally different natures and characteristics. 
Common metrics enable comparing human and agent 
performance and managing their joint interactions 
effectively. Common metrics are critical for managing 
environment-level performance indicators such as trust, 
adaptability, resilience, and risk. By utilizing standard 
and consistent data structures to represent and model 
human-agent interactions, team members can gain 
direct access to, integrate, and swap their 
representations and models as needed. In a given 
context, agents can then access parts of a human 
partner's model to identify likely human responses, 
allowing them to adjust their own actions accordingly. 
The representation or model of a human executing a 
specific task can be used to prime the representation or 
model of an agent to perform the same task, thus 
reducing the agent's learning effort. A significant 
feature of the proposed solution is that once configured 
to access the users' interactions with their environment, 
the IDTs define, build, and update their user 
representations autonomously. That is, the human or 
agent interactions representations and models are 
adaptive. This capability provides increased resilience to 
operational changes, as task owners can rely on the 
various IDTs to update the representations and models 
of the involved humans and agents.  

What difference will it make? 
Humans and agents would rely on their own IDT to 
prioritize their attention, develop complicated action 
plans (policies) in near-real-time for various situations, 
and anticipate decision values concerning specific 
objectives. A pilot-IDT learns the pilot-aircraft-tower 
interactions model and uses it to monitor the flight. A 
deviation from the model by any party would trigger the 
IDT to alert the pilot and pinpoint the source and degree 
of the deviation (see example below). As an RL agent, a 

planner-IDT learns the planner's interactions model. 
Given a specific context and objectives, defines policies 
for the planner with an optimal sequence of actions to 
achieve their intended objectives. The policy is updated 
in near-real-time to reflect changing circumstances and 
objectives. ICU doctors would rely on the patient-IDT to 
provide an integrated, holistic diagnostic model specific 
to the patient's conditions and quantify the impact of 
various treatment strategies on the patient. 

The Human Digital Twin (HDT)  
When employed with humans, the IDT is called a Human 
Digital Twin (HDT). The HDT and IDT are identical and 
share the same design and logic. We are currently 
developing the HDT as a mobile application. The HDT 
app learns its users' mobile device usage patterns and 
supports them in shaping their device usage depending 
on their context and preferences. The HDT would 
enable its users to attain a work-life balance in smart 
environments by optimizing and automating their users' 
interactions with the many agents in such 
environments. 

Aviation Example  
Fig. 1 depicts a possible human-agent interaction (HAI) 
in an aviation environment. Like many complex 
environments, HAI environments will also involve 
several non-AI systems.  

Aviation environments are highly structured, and the 
interactions within them follow clear procedures. 
Accordingly, HAI in an aviation environment would also 
be primarily structured and follow explicit procedures. 
That is, the pilot interactions with other agents (e.g., 

 
 

Fig. 1 Notional depiction of HAI in an aviation 
environment** 
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aircraft agent or air flight control agent) or systems are 
largely regulated and follow explicit interaction 
patterns. The pilot's HDT would then identify such 
patterns in terms of sequences of pilot actions and the 
corresponding systems or agents' responses and assign 
probabilities to each. Ultimately, the HDT learns—for 
example—that "During take-off, at time step [t3], pilot 
action [X], would result in response [Y] from agent [A] 
with probability [P1]". Or "During landing, at time step 
[t23], if agent [B] takes action [M], the pilot will either 
engage [SYS3] with response [N] with a probability [P2] 
or, sends response [O] to the agent [A] with probability 
[P3]". The HDT-learned pilot model would capture large 
sets of such statements, which ultimately reflect a 
measurable level of expectation in the pilot interactions.  

Human-Agent Trust  
The IDTs of the aircraft agent or the air traffic control 
agent would each register similar patterns that are 
specific to their perspectives on the interactions. The 
interaction probabilities are either learned by the 
HDT/IDT or primed by the corresponding HDT/IDT 
owner (airplane manufacturer or the airport operator) 
and are updated by the HDT/IDT with each flight to 
reflect actual probabilities. During a flight, the HDT/IDTs 
would monitor actual pilot-aircraft-tower interactions' 
probabilities and compare them with the expected 
values in the corresponding models. Any single 
deviation can then trigger an alert or—if required—
initiate the involved humans or agents to follow a 
different sequence of actions to avoid further 
deviations. The human-agent bi-directional trust is 
achieved when collaborating HDT/IDTs assign similar 
probabilities to their human-agent joint interaction 
patterns. Similar probabilities imply similar degrees of 
anticipation for the actions of the other team member. 
In other words, achieving similar probabilities for joint 
interactions would indicate "mutual predictability," 
which is a critical trust metric. 

Situational Awareness (SA) 
As the investigation into the recent two Boeing 737 Max 
crashes revealed, there were many indicative digital 
traces for significant deviations in both accidents. 
However, because such traces were in multiple systems, 
formats and spatially and temporally separated, they 
were inaccessible to a single evaluator and were only 
discovered during the investigation. The various 
aviation HDT/IDTs would minimize the chances that 
such a situation happens. They accomplish this by 
keeping a multi-perspective digital record of the 

complete environment and its history—the 
interactions' representations and user models—and 
proactively recognizing deviations from expected 
behavior. A single deviation identified by any active 
HDT/IDT may be enough to avert the accumulation of 
events that might otherwise lead to system failure. 
Furthermore, task owners can use the HAI pattern 
probabilities learned from the various HDTs/IDTs as a 
direct indicator of the level of uncertainty associated 
with specific events. Capturing and monitoring events' 
uncertainty can be used to improve the situational 
awareness of the many humans involved. Furthermore, 
task owners can exploit event uncertainty to coordinate 
human and agent task responsibilities. That is, humans 
would concentrate on carrying out activities with a high 
degree of uncertainty. Agents, on the other hand, would 
deal with events with a low degree of uncertainty. 

Where to Start?  
Currently, human-agent environments are limited. The 
following use cases provide an approach for how to 
enable and evolve human-agent environments. 
Depending on the availability and quality of data, an IDT 
proof of concept (POC) for either case can take between 
nine-twelve Months.  

Developing Aviation AI Agents  
Given that aviation currently lacks active AI agents, the 
question is how to introduce and evolve such agents 
into their roles. To begin, HDTs are deployed to 
represent and model—i.e., learn—human roles such as 
pilots and air traffic controllers. Pilot and air traffic 
controller HDT models can then be used to initialize the 
IDT model of an aircraft agent, for example. Once 
initialized, the aircraft agent IDT can learn and change 
its original model to the aircraft agent's specific role and 
activities. In other words, HDT models will capture how 
a human executes their tasks. The learned models are 
then used to prime an agent IDT where they will be 
further updated over time to meet the agent's 
specific role and capabilities. It is vital to emphasize the 
critical nature of developing a consistent information 
architecture for the success of the POC. 

Deliverables—1) An HDT with an integrated pilot-
specific representation of pilot-airplane-tower 
interactions. 2) Information architecture with 
accompanying standards for capturing, representing, 
and managing aviation HAI data. 3) High-level strategy 
to define aviation agents to serve specified HAI tasks. 

Ultimately—The pilot-HDT will use the pilot model to 
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monitor actual pilot interactions, anticipate potential 
deviations, assess impact and risk, and recommend 
situation-specific responses (policy). The various 
HDT/IDT models can be compared over many pilots and 
agents to enable cross-learning and minimize the overall 
HAI environment risk. 

Assisted Situational Awareness 
SA has two distinct characteristics in today's complex 
operational contexts, whether commercial or tactical. 
First, the bulk of situational data is provisioned digitally 
via various systems. Second, the information evaluation 
and decision-development processes follow well-
defined procedures. The title figure of this white paper 
represents a situation in which a human analyst or 
planner interacts in real-time with various information 
sources to determine a course of action for 
accomplishing specific goals. The analyst is provided 
with an IDT that records and represents the analyst's 
interactions. From the representation, the IDT then 
learns an initial "analyst model," which captures the 
patterns underlying the procedures followed by the 

analyst while doing her task. The identified patterns are 
expressed as probabilities corresponding to the various 
interactions as they occur in a given context and are 
used to measure the uncertainty associated with 
particular interactions or events. The IDT can then 
monitor and categorize the numerous interactions 
according to their level of uncertainty. The analyst 
would rely on events' level of uncertainty to decide on 
their priorities and level of required attention. 

Deliverables—1) For a specific domain and planning 
role, an IDT representation and analyst model. 2) 
Domain and role-specific information architecture for 
consistent information provisioning. 3) Role-specific SA 
uncertainty metrics.  

Ultimately—As an RL agent—and given specific 
interactions targets and contexts—the IDT would 
develop a policy for the analyst to follow, asses the 
associated impact of various actions, simulate different 
courses of action, and update the policy in real-time, 
enabling effective decision-making and decision risk 
management. 

 

** The HDT/IDT extracts human-agent interactions information from the log files of the devices, systems, or agents with which a human or 
agent interacts. For example, when a pilot interacts with a plane, the pilot HDT extracts the pilot's-plane interactions information from 
the plane's control systems and the air traffic control systems log files for example. However, the HDT requires only records pertaining to 
the pilot's interactions or transactions with these systems. The HDT does not record any other log records related to non-pilot interactions. 
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